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followed KITH and Coca-Cola's Chuck Taylor All Star 1970s together with Converse. After exposure to the white and red versions,
the limited edition of relatives and friends is now exposed. 

and two pairs of relatives and friends before compared, limited version uses a cowboy canvas material, further improve the shoe
body texture, color with partial washing blue, shoes on? Coca-Cola marked with white, KITH Logo is using a red wine. The biggest
surprise comes from the inside of the upper, and a cloth design similar to the Coca-Cola bottle cap sublimated the joint theme. 

unfortunately, this pair of shoes as friends with limited limited, destined to form, you want to start a toe take some thoughts. 

- your current version - 
tool over the wall? 
1.? Teng Yuan Hao also uses HUAWEI phones? 

instagram: fujiwarahiroshi
? 

, if you know Teng Yuan Hao's friend, you must know, he's the absolute dead color of Leica. However, our domestic brand HUAWEI in
the recent launch of the flagship model? P9 happens to be designed by double Leica lens, middle tide Godfather wants, so he could
not resist the temptation to bask in the mobile phone, Instagram to share with you?. I think it would be better if the two sides could
work together. 2. scrap sneakers now have new uses, 

instagram: monsieur_plant
? 

artist Christophe Guinet is very good at turning flowers into a work of art, and is often inspired by sneakers. But this time he will "pot",
as the shoes on the shoe for the flower, it is provided a new use of a waste of shoes to us, if you are not home on foot shoes, as well
as the video as a try. 3. "So Help Me God" theme series, single product 

instagram: hypebeast brought a series of "I Feel Like Pablo" theme clothing and stores after Kanye, and I believe everyone will not
be unfamiliar with its seventh album "The Life of Pablo". But before the album was officially named "The Life of Pablo", it actually had
other names. "So Help Me God" is one of them. And what would the album look like if it were "So, Help, Me, God"? The design unit,
alt-native, gives the answer. They are "So H>" 
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